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With the development of real-time critical systems, the ever-increasing communication data traffic puts forward high-bandwidth and low-delay requirements for communication networks. Therefore, various real-time
Ethernet protocols have been proposed, but these protocols are not compatible with each other. The IEEE
802.1 Working Group developed standardized protocols named Audio Video Bridging (AVB) in 2005, and
renamed it Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) later. TSN not only adds new features but also retains the original functions of AVB. Proposing real-time Ethernet modeling and design methodologies is the key to meeting
high-bandwidth and low-delay communication requirements. This article surveys the modeling from AVB to
TSN, mainly including: (1) AVB and TSN modeling; (2) end-to-end delay modeling; (3) real-time scheduling
modeling; (4) reliability modeling; and (5) security modeling. Based on these models, this article surveys the
recent advances in real-time Ethernet design methodologies from AVB to TSN: (1) end-to-end delay analysis from AVB to TSN; (2) real-time scheduling from AVB to TSN; (3) reliability-aware design for TSN; and
(4) security-aware design for TSN. Among the above four points, the last two points are only for TSN, because AVB lacks reliability and security mechanisms. This article further takes the automotive use case as
an example to discuss the application of TSN in automobiles. Finally, this article discusses the future trends
of TSN. By surveying the recent advances and future trends, we hope to provide references for researchers
interested in real-time Ethernet modeling and design methodologies for AVB and TSN.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
With the development of real-time critical systems such as automobiles, aerospace, industrial automation, and industrial control, the ever-increasing communication data traffic puts forward highbandwidth and low-delay requirements for communication networks. However, traditional industrial field bus cannot meet the above communication requirements of real-time critical systems. For
example, intelligent and autonomous driving systems, such as Advanced Driver Assistant System (ADAS), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), and Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS),
are increasingly developed and applied in automobiles [19]. As a result, the data traffic and the
number of Electronic Control Units (ECUs) continue to increase, thereby putting forward highbandwidth and hard real-time requirements for automotive networks [30]. However, traditional
in-vehicle buses (e.g., CAN, FlexRay, MOST, and so on.) cannot meet the above communication
requirements. Therefore, various companies have proposed different real-time Ethernet protocols,
such as EtherCAT [74], ProfiNet [109], and POWERLINK [27]. These real-time Ethernet protocols
meet the real-time and determinacy communication requirements in individual fields. In the age of
Industry 4.0, the application software based on Information Technology (IT) needs to interact
with the on-site Operational Technology (OT) information. However, the above real-time Ethernet protocols cannot solve the problem of information integration between IT and OT. The main
reasons include: (1) it is difficult to standardize individual real-time Ethernet protocols due to the
competition among different manufacturers; (2) these real-time Ethernet protocols are incompatible with each other, making it impossible to achieve interoperability among devices in different
real-time networks; and (3) partial real-time Ethernet products need to use dedicated ASIC chips,
making high-development cost and maintenance cost.
In 2005, the IEEE 802.1 Working Group[57] built the unified data link layer protocol named Audio Video Bridging (AVB). AVB ensures the real-time transmission of audio and video streams,
which makes it suitable for automobile, avionics industry, and other industrial fields with highbandwidth and low-delay requirements. In addition to the real-time requirement, reliability should
also be considered in real-time critical systems. System failures may result in high economic losses
and even endanger human life. However, AVB lacks fault-tolerant mechanisms to enhance its
reliability [62]. At the same time, in the face of malicious cyber attacks, AVB lacks security protection mechanism for real-time critical systems [114]. Therefore, the IEEE 802.1 Working Group expanded AVB and renamed it as Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) [59] in 2012. TSN has the following new features compared with AVB: (1) TSN further enhances the time synchronization, improves the streams reservation ability, and supports the scheduling of time-sensitive data streams.
In other words, TSN further emphasizes the hard real-time requirement of time-sensitive data;
(2) TSN adds redundancy functions that include the frame replication and elimination, the path
control, and reservation ability, thereby providing high-reliability guarantee mechanisms; and (3)
TSN adds stream filtering and policing function, thereby providing the security guarantee strategy
for data transmission.
TSN can be operated isomorphically through standardization in different fields, thereby improving the connectivity and versatility of different devices in real-time critical systems. TSN further
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guarantees communication requirements of hard real-time, reliability, and security, making it suitable for real-time critical systems while meeting the integration of IT and OT.
1.2

Motivation

AVB and TSN can meet the communication requirements of hard real-time, reliability, and security
for real-time critical systems, where AVB only guarantees the real-time performance (although
AVB is expanded and renamed to TSN, AVB has not been replaced and is still used in real-time
critical systems such as automobiles and aviation systems). Therefore, research on AVB and TSN
has important practical significance. Ref. [71] used simulation to evaluate the performance of AVB
protocols. Ref. [28] introduced the principles of AVB protocols, such as time synchronization, bandwidth allocation; it further discussed the application of AVB in live and introduced the progress of
the next generation AVB. Refs. [12, 114] considered the application prospects of AVB and TSN in
the automotive and avionics industry, respectively. Ref. [76] presented related concepts and protocols of TSN and discussed the application of TSN in the automotive industry. Ref. [20] focused on
data scheduling mechanisms and methods for TSN. Ref. [104] summarized TSN related protocols
and technologies based on the application of TSN in automotive systems.
Since AVB and TSN protocols are theoretical, it is necessary to modify and design the protocol
according to actual requirements in application scenarios to improve system performance. Therefore, the modeling and design methodologies are crucial. However, the above reviews from AVB
to TSN mainly focus on protocols, related mechanisms, and applications, but do not consider AVB
and TSN modeling and design methodologies. In order to apply AVB and TSN protocols to different fields, and to meet communication requirements (i.e., hard real-time, reliability, and security),
it is essential to propose effective modeling and design methodologies for AVB and TSN, through
which AVB and TSN can meet the above communication requirements in concrete fields of industries. However, modeling and design methodologies about real-time, reliability, and security from
AVB to TSN still face the following challenges.
(1) The end-to-end delay of communication messages is the basis for ensuring the safe operation
of the system. With the rapid development of real-time critical systems (e.g., automobile, avionics,
and industrial automation), the physical environment of systems becomes increasingly complex
and the type and number of data streams in the system network are gradually increasing. These
factors increase the difficulty of calculating the end-to-end delay of communication messages in
AVB network or TSN. However, the analysis methods of end-to-end delay include model-checking
method [84] and simulation [24]; the model-checking method needs to cover all scenarios, and
the simulation requires a lot of time and effort during model building and execution. The above
methods are inefficient for middle-scale or large-scale networks. Mathematical analysis method
can cover all possible scenarios without spending a lot of time through mathematical modeling,
but it exists a certain pessimism. At present, the mathematical analysis method that calculates the
end-to-end delay for AVB and TSN messages has made great progress (see Section 3 for details).
(2) In communication network of real-time critical systems, efficient scheduling algorithms can
transmit data in time. Considering that different types of messages (e.g., critical traffic and noncritical traffic) are transmitted in AVB network and TSN, we should use different scheduling algorithms to avoid data collision, thereby guaranteeing the Quality of Service (QoS) of various
types of messages (especially for hard real-time messages). The scheduling algorithms can realize
the deterministic transmission of real-time messages, and guarantee the reliable and safe operation of the system. Real-time scheduling algorithms from AVB to TSN communications have made
great breakthroughs (see Section 4 for details).
(3) Real-time critical systems require not only the real-time performance of the network,
but also the reliability of the network. Redundant mechanisms can allow the network to
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operate normally when a network failure occurs, thereby improving system reliability. However,
AVB does not provide redundant communication capacity, such that it is difficult to guarantee
the reliability of AVB network systems [62]. The emergence of TSN solves this problem, many
researches have been carried out on the reliability-aware design for TSN (see Section 5 for details).
(4) The integration of IT and OT makes frequent interaction between the system and external
environment, which increases the risk of the system being attacked by external environment and
may endanger personal and property safety. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the security of
the system. However, AVB lacks the security mechanism, such that it is not suitable for real-time
critical systems. TSN considers security from the aspects of data streams filtering and management,
and some new progress has been made (see Section 6 for details).
1.3

Contributions and Outline

In view of the above challenges, this article surveys related models, recent advances, and future
trends from AVB to TSN. The contributions of this article are as follows.
(1) Modeling from AVB to TSN: This article surveys AVB and TSN models, mainly including:
(1) AVB and TSN network system modeling; (2) end-to-end delay modeling; (3) real-time scheduling modeling; (4) reliability modeling; and (5) security modeling. Based on these models, different
methods are designed for applying AVB and TSN to the concrete fields of industries.
(2) End-to-end delay analysis: For real-time critical applications, the real-time requirement
can be verified by the worst-case end-to-end delay (WCD). Mathematical analysis methods
(e.g., formal analysis and network calculus) solve the problem of WCD calculation of AVB and
TSN messages under different interference factors. In this article, the end-to-end delay analysis
methods from AVB to TSN are provided to realize real-time communication.
(3) Real-time scheduling: Real-time scheduling applies different scheduling algorithms for
different types of traffic in communication networks. At the same time, scheduling algorithms further control the forwarding and transmission of data traffic by combining routing optimization,
thereby achieving deterministic transmission of data streams in the network. This article integrates the real-time scheduling algorithms from AVB to TSN to provide the real-time guarantee
and reliable operation of the system.
(4) Reliability-aware design: Different redundancy methods for different failure types are
designed to ensure the reliability of the network. The design methods surveyed in this article
provide a reference solution for network designers to design reliable networks. As AVB lacks the
redundancy mechanism, this article provides recent reliability-aware design methods (using fault
tolerance) for TSN failures.
(5) Security-aware design: The security-aware design methods (e.g., network data streams
management and information encryption) ensure cyber security. As AVB does not provide security guarantees, this article surveys the security-aware design methods for ensuring the security
communication in TSN.
(6) TSN in automotive domain: This article takes the automotive use case as an example to discuss the application of TSN in automobiles, including: (1) TSN-based automotive E/E architecture;
(2) end-to-end delay analysis for TSN-based automotive E/E architecture; (3) real-time scheduling for TSN in automobiles; and (4) P802.1DG—TSN profile for automobiles. The above contents
provide the current status, challenges, and trends of TSN in automotive domain.
(7) Future trends: This article further discusses the future trends of TSN, mainly including:
(1) automated configuration of TSN; (2) security enhancement of TSN; and (3) congestion control
of TSN. By introducing the future trends, we provide the development prospects and the directions
that require in-depth research of TSN.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between AVB and TSN.

This article surveys the real-time analysis and design from AVB to TSN through two aspects:
(1) end-to-end delay analysis; (2) real-time scheduling. The reliability-aware design methods and
security-aware design methods provide safety enhancement and security enhancement measures,
respectively.
The outline of this article is below. Section 2 surveys and compares AVB and TSN in terms
of protocols, models, and applications. Sections 3–6 survey the recent advances of end-toend delay analysis, real-time scheduling, reliability-aware design, and security-aware design.
Section 7 discusses the application of TSN in automotive domain. Section 8 discusses the future
trends of TSN, and Section 9 concludes this article.
2 MODELING FROM AVB TO TSN
The related models are established according to the protocols and features of AVB and TSN, so
that AVB and TSN can be applied in different fields. Therefore, this section mainly surveys and
compares AVB and TSN in terms of: (1) network protocols and their features; (2) models; and (3)
applications, as shown in Figure 1.
2.1 Network Protocols and Features from AVB to TSN
AVB meets the requirements of real-time messages such as audio and video streams. In AVB, realtime messages transmitted in time should meet: (1) devices connected in the network need to have
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Table 1. The Main Protocols of AVB and TSN

AVB/TSN
AVB
AVB
AVB
TSN
TSN
TSN
TSN
TSN
TSN

Name
802.1AS [48]
802.1Qav [52]
802.1Qat [51]
802.1AS-REV [49]
802.1Qbv [54]
802.1Qbu [53]
802.1CB [50]
802.1Qca [55]
802.1Qci [56]

Function
generalized Precision Time Protocol (gPTP)
Forwarding and Queueing of Time-Sensitive Streams (FQTSS)
Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP)
Time synchronization (enhanced 802.1AS)
Enhanced traffic scheduling based on 802.1Qav
Frame preemption
Frame replication and elimination
Path control and reservation
Per-stream filtering and policing

Feature
real-time
real-time
real-time
real-time
real-time
real-time
reliability
reliability
security

synchronized wall clock time; (2) data streams must be transmitted before the maximum time delay.
Therefore, the IEEE 802.1 Working Group formulated AVB protocols based on the traditional IEEE
802.1Q, mainly including the protocols listed in Table 1. AVB mainly provides the following three
capabilities to ensure the transmission of real-time messages.
(1) Time synchronization: 802.1AS generalized Precision Time Protocol (gPTP) ensures
strict time synchronization among network nodes, which is the basis for timely response between
nodes.
(2) Bounded latency: 802.1Qav Forwarding and Queueing of Time-Sensitive Streams
(FQTSS) achieves the goal of low delay by providing data streams processing and forwarding
services, such as the Credit-based Shaper (CBS), prioritization, and queue management.
(3) Bandwidth reservation: 802.1Qat Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP) guarantees the
end-to-end delay of AVB traffic by reserving bandwidth for AVB traffic (i.e., SR_A and SR_B).
Although AVB has many advantages, it still cannot meet the application requirements in realtime critical systems, mainly including the following three aspects.
(1) Hard real-time: For example, applications of ADAS (e.g., sensors and radars) in automobiles require more timely response time (microsecond) to ensure the real-time performance. AVB
realizes the end-to-end delay (2 ms) over 7 hops, so it is not suitable for these applications.
(2) Reliability: For applications with extremely reliability and security requirements, AVB lacks
the good fault recovery mechanism and cannot guarantee system reliability.
(3) Security: AVB does not provide network security mechanisms to ensure the confidentiality
and integrity of data transmission in the network.
In order to meet the above requirements, TSN improves to AVB and proposes some new standards, as shown in Table 1. Compared with AVB, TSN protocols have the following features.
(1) More accurate time synchronization: TSN provides a simpler and faster time synchronization mechanism (802.1AS-REV), further improves the synchronization accuracy, and supports
redundancy mechanism.
(2) Hard real-time: TSN uses stronger traffic scheduling function (802.1Qbv) and frame preemption mechanism (802.1Qbu) to provide low delay and jitter guarantee for time-sensitive data;
in other words, TSN further emphasizes on the hard real-time requirement of time-sensitive data.
(3) Reliability: TSN adds redundant strategies (802.1CB and 802.1Qca) to realize the fast recovery of network failures.
(4) Security: TSN adds stream filtering and policing function (802.1Qci) to make data transmission more secure.
2.2

AVB and TSN Modeling

In order to understand the architecture and application of AVB and TSN, we summarize AVB and
TSN models, including network architecture and application models.
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Fig. 3. Time synchronization modeling.

Table 2. The Symbols in AVB and TSN Architecture Model

Symbol
E
B
decice
B.in
B.decice
out
r
L

Meaning
end device
bridge
in-port of bridge connected to the device
out-port of bridge connected to the device
route
data transmission link

Examples
E1 , E2 , E3 , E4
B1 , B2
E1
1
B1.in , BB2.in
E2
E4
B1.out , B2.out
r 1, r 2, r 3
E1 -B1 , B1 -B2

(1) AVB and TSN network architecture. AVB and TSN network architecture are composed
of bridges (also called switches) and end devices that support AVB and TSN protocols, and the
bridges and end devices are connected by physical links. A network architecture model with four
end devices (E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 ) and two bridges (B1 , B2 ) is shown in Figure 2(a); where the blue circle
represents the end device; the orange square represents the bridge, each bridge contains in-port
(also called ingress port, port in, incoming port, input port, internal port) and out-port (also called
1
2
1
and BE1.out
. BE1.in
repreegress port, port out, outgoing port, output port, external port), such as BE1.in
E2
sents that E1 is connected to B1 through the in-port B1.in and B1.out represents that E2 is connected
to B1 through the out-port B1.out ; the black line represents the physical link (full-duplex) between
the end device and the bridge; the red dotted line with the arrow represents the route (e.g., r1 , r2 ,
and r3 ) passed during data steams transmission; the route is the directional path through which
data is transmitted from the sending end device to the destination end device, such as r1 =(E1 -B1 ,
B1 -B2 , B2 -E4 ).
In order to better understand AVB and TSN network architecture, Table 2 explains the symbols
that appear in AVB and TSN architecture model in Figure 2.
(2) AVB and TSN application modeling. There are different types of data traffic in real-time
network, mainly including Control Traffic (CT), AVB traffic (i.e., SR_A and SR_B: the priority of
SR_A is higher than that of SR_B), and Best-Effort traffic (BE). All data streams (i.e., flows) in the
network are represented as S = {S CT ∪ S AVB_A ∪ S AVB_B ∪ S BE }. Table 3 lists the relevant attributes
of the data stream s. For each stream si ∈ S, it consists of own data attributes and transmission
attributes, expressed as si = {Pd ∪ Pt }. Pd and Pt are explained as follows.
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Table 3. The Attributes of Data Stream in Network
Symbol

Meaning

Examples

s

data stream

s1

size

data size

1600 B

P

the period of data transmission

50 μs

the deadline of data transmission

50 μs
f 11 , f 12

D
j

fi

the jth frame belonging to the stream si

fSet(si )

the frames set of stream si

fNum

the number of frames in a stream

fSet(s 1 ) = {f 11 , f 12 }
the number of frames in the stream s1 is 2

ES

sending end of data stream

E1

ER

receiving end of data stream

E4

r

route

r 1 = (E1 -B1 , B1 -B2 , B2 -E4 )

(1) The attribute Pd is related to the attribute of the data itself, mainly including the data size,
transmission period, deadline, the number of frames, and the frame set of stream. These attributes
are expressed as size, T, D, fNum, fSet(s), respectively. Since the size of the message exceeds the
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the frame, the message is divided into multiple frames,
represented by
fSet(si ) = {fi1 , fi2 , . . . , fij , . . ., fin },
where fij in fSet(si ) represents the jth frame belonging to the stream si (0 < j < n + 1, j is an
integer); then fNum(si ) is obtained by
size
.
fNum(si ) =  MTU

(2) The attribute Pt is related to the attribute of the data transmission process, mainly including
the sending end, the receiving end, and the route. These attributes are denoted as ES , ER , and
r, respectively. Figure 2(b) briefly shows the transmission process of network message, that is,
the data stream s1 containing frames f 11 and f 12 with 50μs period is sent from E 1 at t0 along a
transmission path r 1 =(E1 -B1 , B1 -B2 , B2 -E4 ) until E4 is completely received at t5 . The data stream
s1 completes transmission before the deadline (50μs), so the stream s1 is schedulable and meets
real-time requirement.
2.3 End-to-End Delay Modeling from AVB to TSN
The basis of real-time analysis from AVB to TSN is to ensure the clock synchronization of each
network node. Therefore, this article surveys the time synchronization model, through which the
end-to-end analysis delay model is established.
(1) Time synchronization modeling from AVB to TSN. AVB proposes 802.1AS (gPTP),
which improves Precision Time Protocol (PTP) specified in IEEE 1588 [66]. The protocol mainly
realizes the time synchronization of network nodes from two aspects: (1) master clock selection;
(2) node synchronization. Figure 3 shows the time synchronization model and its synchronization
process.
(1) Master clock selection. 802.1AS selects the end device node in the network as the master
clock (standard clock) by defining the Best Master Clock Algorithm (BMCA) [71], and other end
device nodes as slave clocks (clocks that need to be proofread) to achieve network synchronization
based on the Master clock. Figure 3 shows that the BMCA algorithm selects E1 as the master clock
and E2 as the slave clock.
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(2) Node synchronization. The clock synchronization accuracy of network nodes is mainly
affected by the following factors: (1) link delay caused by data transmission on the link between
two nodes; (2) the time consumed by the bridge in the process of forwarding data (i.e., residence
time). We introduce the time synchronization process of network nodes in Figure 3.
The Master clock E1 sends a Sync message at t1 and B1 receives the message at t2 . Subsequently,
the Master clock E1 sends a Follow_Up message with the precisionOriginTimestamp and correctionField, where precisionOriginTimestamp represents the time when the Master clock sends the
synchronization message (i.e., t 1 ) and correctionField represents the offset between the local time
and the Master clock sending the synchronization message. After receiving the Follow_Up message, B1 forwards the synchronization message Sync at t5 . The offset between t5 and t1 , the correctionField, includes the link delay (i.e., LD1 and LD2) between E1 and E2 and residence time (RT 1)
in B1 .
For link delay, gPTP proposes the peer-to-peer delay method to measure the link delay between
two nodes and the link delay is symmetric. B1 sends a Delay_Req message at t3 after obtaining
the t1 value through the Follow_Up message. The Master clock E1 sends the Delay_Resp with the
t4 value after receiving the message at t 4 . The link delay between node E1 and B1 is obtained by
using t1 , t2 , t3 , and t4 values and is expressed by
(t4 − t3 + t2 − t1 )
.
(1)
2
For residence time in the bridge, it is measured by the bridge. These two values (i.e., link delay
and residence time) are accumulated in the correctionField for E2 to synchronize with the Master
clock E1 . The correctionField is expressed as
LD1 =

correctionField = RT1 + LD1,

(2)

where RT 1 is residence time in the bridge. Therefore, the Master clock time of E1 at t 6 is obtained
by
(3)
MT(t6 ) = t1 + correctionField + LD2,
where MT is the Master clock time, and LD2 is calculated as LD1. The clock offset of E2 is obtained
by
(4)
offset = MT(t6 ) − t6 .
E2 adjusts and synchronizes its time to E1 according to the offset. In order to meet the reliability requirement of network, 802.1AS-Rev adds the clock redundancy mechanism based on
the principle of 802.1AS synchronization to ensure time synchronization performance when
the Master clock fails. TSN also provides more accurate clock synchronization mechanism
by supporting Sync message containing the time information t1 without sending Follow_Up
message.
Based on time synchronization of nodes in real-time network, the end-to-end delay analysis
model is established.
(2) End-to-end delay analysis modeling. The end-to-end delay of data messages in AVB and
TSN is the time interval that the message is sent from the sending end along the route until the
receiving end is completely received, and is expressed by
ETE(m) = t.r − t.s,

(5)

where ETE(m) represents the end-to-end delay of message m; t.r represents the moment when the
receiving end completely receives the message m, and t.s represents the moment when the sending
end starts to send the message m.
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Fig. 4. Real-time scheduling modeling for AVB.

Figure 2(b) shows the transmission process of the message s1 ; the message s1 is sent from the
sending end E1 at t0 until the receiving end E4 is completely received at t5 . The message s1 is
transmitted along the route r 1 =(E1 -B1 , B1 -B2 , B2 -E4 ). The end-to-end delay of s1 is obtained by
ETE(s 1 ) = t5 − t0 .
Another important concept related to end-to-end delay is WCD, which is the maximum delay
time for a message to be transmitted from the sending end to the receiving end along the transmission path (route), that is,
WCD(m) = max{ETE(m) 1 , ETE(m) 2 , . . . , ETE(m) n },

(6)

where WCD(m) represents the WCD of message m, ETE(m) n represents nth possible case of endto-end delay for message m.
2.4

Real-Time Scheduling Modeling from AVB to TSN

(1) Real-time scheduling modeling for AVB. In terms of AVB message scheduling, AVB proposes CBS to ensure the real-time transmission of audio and video data streams. AVB traffic (SR_A
and SR_B) is shaped through CBS to ensure transmission delay in AVB network; in addition, there
are BE messages in AVB network. The forwarding process of data stream in AVB network is shown
in Figure 4. For AVB traffic (the green part indicates the SR_A message and the orange part indicates the SR_B message) and the BE traffic (the light blue part indicates the BE message) in different
queues, Strict Priority Queuing (SPQ) scheduling algorithm is adopted to transmit the message;
for AVB traffic, the transmission delay is guaranteed by CBS to provide real-time data transmission
services; for the messages in each queue, the First Input First Output (FIFO) method is used for
scheduling.
The transmission of SR_A and SR_B messages must meet the conditions: (1) there is no higher
message transmission than SR type traffic in AVB network; (2) the CBS stipulates that SR_A and
SR_B messages will only be transmitted when the credit value is non-negative, and the credit value
of SR_A and SR_B depends on bandwidth guarantee parameters: idleSlopeA/B and sendSlopeA/B .
The relationship between idleSlopeA/B and sendSlopeA/B [1] is
sendSlope A/B = idleSlopeA/B − portTransmitRate,
where the value of idleSlopeA/B is the assigned bandwidth currently used by the queues related to
traffic (SR_A or SR_B); portTransmitRate is the maximum transmission data rate supported by the
port, which is provided by the operation of the MAC Service.
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The rules of credit value change are as follows. (1) The credit value is initially 0, and the data
transmission is started when the credit is not negative; (2) The credit value will decrease with the
sendSlope when the message is transmitting; (3) The credit value will increase with the idleSlope
when the messages in the queue are waiting to transmit; and (4) When the credit value is positive
and there is no message in the queue waiting to transmit, the credit value is reset to 0.
1 , f 1 , f 2 , and f 1 ) on link E -B in
The detailed transmission process of messages frames (f BE
1 1
A A
B
AVB network is shown in Figure 4; where the downward arrow represents the arrival time of the
2
; the green and orange lines represent the credit value
message in the queue at the out-port BE1.out
of SR_A and SR_B (i.e., creditA and creditB ), respectively.
1 begins to transmit; f 1 and f 1 arrive at the queue in BE2
1
(1) At time t 0 , f BE
1.out during f B transmisA
B
sion, and the creditA and creditB begin to increase with idleSlopeA and idleSlopeB , respectively.
1 transmission is completed, f 1 and f 1 are waiting to be transmitted in their
(2) At time t 1 , f BE
A
B
respective queue, and the creditA and creditB are greater than 0; f A1 is transmitted since f A1 has a
higher priority than f B1 ; during f A1 transmission, the creditA decreases with the sendSlopeA , and
2
the creditB continues to increase with the idleSlopeB ; meanwhile, f A2 arrives at the queue in BE1.out
and waits for transmission.
(3) At time t 2 , f A1 transmission is completed, and f A2 and f B1 are waiting to be transmitted in the
queue; although f A2 has a higher priority than f B1 , creditA is negative, so that f B1 starts transmission;
during f B1 transmission, the creditA increases with the idleSlopeA and the creditB decreases with
the sendSlopeB .
(4) At time t 3 , f B1 transmission is completed, f A2 is waiting for transmission in the queue and
the creditB is greater than 0. At this moment, f A2 transmission begins; during f A2 transmission, the
creditA decreases with the sendSlopeA and the creditB continues to increase with the idleSlopeB .
AVB guarantees the end-to-end delay (2 ms) over 7 hops, but it is not suitable for more strict
time-limited applications such as automotive control systems.
(2) Real-time scheduling modeling for TSN. TSN meets the hard real-time transmission
requirement for CT message by defining Time-Aware Shaper (TAS), which assigns the Gate
Control List (GCL) for each queue of each out-port to achieve data scheduling. The data starts to
be transmitted only when the queue door is opened. There are eight queues (priority 0–7) at outport, where priority 7 represents the highest priority queue and priority 0 represents the lowest
priority queue. The message frame is selected to enter the corresponding queue for forwarding
according to the Priority Code Point (PCP) of frame; PCP is included in the IEEE 802.1Q header
of frame and is a three-bit field that supports eight different priority traffics.
For message frames in different queues at out-port, different scheduling algorithms are used for
transmission and forwarding. For CT, TAS implements scheduling by specifying the GCL for each
queue of each out-port, in which data can be transmitted when the door is opened (denoted by o);
the data will wait to be transmitted in their respective queue when the door is closed (denoted by
c). TAS introduces a guard band mechanism before CT transmission; the mechanism ensures that
CT is not interfered by other traffic during transmission by closing other queue gates. For AVB
traffic, CBS is used to ensure its low delay. For the messages in each queue, FIFO method is used
for scheduling. For transmittable frames in different queues, SPQ scheduling algorithm is adopted
to transmit high-priority traffic with priority.
The value of idleSlopeA/B will change due to the introduction of TAS. When gate is open,
there is
idleSlopeA/B = ActualBandwidthA/B ×

CycleTime
,
GateTime

(7)
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Fig. 5. Real-time scheduling modeling for TSN.

where ActualBandwidthA/B is the actual bandwidth currently used by the queues related to traffic
(SR_A or SR_B) and is unchanged; CycleTime is the gating cycle time; GateTime is the total time that
the gate of the queue related to traffic (SR_A or SR_B) is open during the gating cycle; therefore,
the rules for changing the credit value are also increased: when the queue door of AVB traffic is
closed, the credit value remains unchanged until the queue gate is reopened.
1 , f 1 , f 1 and f 1 ) on link E -B in TSN
The detailed transmission process of messages frames (f CT
1 1
A B
BE
is shown in Figure 5; where Q7 represents the highest priority queue and Q0 represents the lowest
priority queue; CT (purple part represents CT), AVB traffic, and BE traffic enter the corresponding
priority queue according to PCP (e.g., CT enters Q7 queue); GCL represents the state of the gate (o
or c) at time t, and we have set the gate of Q6 and Q5 (the queue where the AVB traffic is located)
to remain open except during the guard band and CT stream transmission; the downward arrow
2
and waits for
represents the time when the frame arrives in the corresponding queue at BE1.out
the selected transmission; the gray square represents the guard band; the green and orange lines
represent the credit value of SR_A and SR_B (i.e., creditA and creditB ), respectively.
1 is transmitting, f 1 and f 1 arrive at the queue in BE2
(1) At time t 0 , f BE
1.out successively, and the
A
B
creditA and creditB begin to increase with idleSlopeA and idleSlopeB , respectively.
1 transmission is completed, f 1 arrives at the queue in BE2
(2) At time t 1 , f BE
1.out and starts transCT
mission, and a guard band mechanism is introduced, so that the gates of Q5 and Q6 are closed and
the creditA and creditB remain unchanged.
1 transmission is completed, the gates of Q5 and Q6 are opened; f 1 and f 1
(3) At time t 2 , f CT
A
B
are waiting to be transmitted in the queues, and the creditA and creditB are greater than 0; f A1 is
transmitted since f A1 has a higher priority than f B1 ; during f A1 transmission, the creditA decreases
with the sendSlopeA and the creditB increases with the idleSlopeB .
(4) At time t 3 , f A1 transmission is completed, f B1 is waiting for transmission in the queue and
the creditB is greater than 0; at this moment, f A2 transmission begins; during f B1 transmission, the
creditB decreases with the sendSlopeB and the creditA continues to increase with the idleSlopeA .
In addition to the guard band mechanism, the frame preemption provided by 802.1Qbu and
802.1Br protocols also guarantees the real-time transmission of the CT stream while reducing
the bandwidth waste caused by the guard band mechanism. The out-port that supports frame
preemption mechanism can provide two MAC service interfaces: the preemptible MAC (pMAC)
service interface and the express MAC (eMAC) service interface, as shown in Figure 6. When the
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Fig. 6. Frame preemption for TSN.

frames are waiting to be transmitted in the queue, different status values are assigned to the frame
according to the service interface used by the frame. The status value of the frame using the pMAC
service interface is preemptible, which means that the frame can be preempted by the high-priority
frame during transmission, and the transmission will continue after the transmission of the highpriority frame is completed; the status value of the frame using the eMAC service interface is
express, which means that the frame can terminate the transmission of the preemptible frame. The
same traffic class uses the same status value.
The detailed transmission process of the frame preemption mechanism is shown in Figure 6.
CT frames are high-priority frames and use the pMAC service interface, so their status values are
express; AVB frames and BE frames are low-priority frames and use the eMAC service interface, so
their status values are preemptible. In other words, the mechanism terminates the transmission of
low-priority frames (i.e., AVB and BE) when high-priority frames (i.e., CT) arrive; the remaining
low-priority frames continue to be transmitted after the transmission of high-priority frames (i.e.,
1 arrives at t  , the transmission of the f 1 is termiCT) is completed, as shown Figure 6. When f CT
1
A
1 is completed, the f 1 resumes transmission. In addition, since
nated. When the transmission of f CT
A
the minimum transmission length of the frame is 64 bytes, the final transmission size of the frame
cannot be less than 64 bytes. In other words, the frame cannot be preempted when the remaining
part of the frame is less than 64 bytes.
2.5

Reliability Modeling for TSN

In order to improve the reliability of systems, TSN proposes fault-tolerance protocols (i.e., 802.1CB
and 802.1Qca). The above protocols are combined to improve reliability by transmitting redundant
replicas in network in parallel on disjoint paths; in other words, TSN mainly improves reliability
through information redundancy (frame replicas) and link redundancy (multiple paths).
802.1CB provides the redundant mechanism of data transmission to solve the problems (e.g.,
frame loss and frame error) caused by network failures; the mechanism is mainly divided into two
steps to achieve redundancy: (1) frame replication; (2) frame elimination.
(1) For frame replication, frames with redundant features must contain redundant tags, where
an important field is Sequence Number (SN). Frame replication is realized by Sequence Generation Function (SGF), which generates duplicates with the same SN as the source frame. The
source frames and duplicate frames are transmitted to destination end devices through different
paths.
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Fig. 7. Reliability modeling for TSN.

Fig. 8. Security modeling for TSN.

(2) For frame elimination, when duplicate frames with the same SN arrive at the destination end
device, Sequence Recovery Function (SRF) eliminates duplicate frames by identifying frames
with the same SN.
The redundancy process of the real-time data frame f 1 in TSN is shown in Figure 7, where frame
f 1 is duplicated through SGF at E1 , and frame f 1 and f 1.1 have the same SN; frame f 1 and duplicate frame f 1 are transmitted to E2 through r 1 and r 1.1 , respectively; the frames f 1 and f 1.1 with
the same SN are identified through SRF at E2 , thereby eliminating the duplicate frame f 1.1 . If the
frame f 1 is lost during transmission, the duplicate frame f 1.1 is transmitted to E2 , thereby ensuring
the normal operation of system.
In Figure 7, redundant replicas are transmitted in network in parallel on disjoint paths; 802.1Qca
calculates the data transmission path by combining the Intermediate Station to Intermediate Station (IS-IS) protocol and the Shortest Path Routing (SPR) method [86]. The frames in E1 can
be transmitted to E2 through the path r 1.1 when a failure occurs in r 1 , thereby realizing seamless
redundancy and improving the reliability of the network.
2.6 Security Modeling for TSN
TSN proposes 802.1Qci to provide stream filtering and policing function for messages arriving at
the in-port of bridge to prevent traffic overload, thereby improving network security. The process
occurs after data stream arrives at the in-port of bridge and before it queues at the out-port.
The data processing process of stream filtering and policing function is mainly supported by
the following components: (1) stream filter; (2) stream gate; and (3) stream meter. Each component
has a corresponding parameter instance table, namely, stream filter instance table, stream gate
instance table, and stream meter instance table, as shown in Figure 8. The stream filter instance
table is an ordered list that consists of multiple stream filters. The stream entering the stream filter
is assigned the stream gate and stream meter to achieve stream filtering and policing.
(1) For stream filter, the incoming frame is matched to the corresponding stream filter according
to the Stream Id and priority parameter in stream filter, and frames that do not match the stream
filter are discarded. Zero or more filter specifications, Gate Id, and Meter Id parameters in stream
filter determine the filter specifications, stream gate, and stream meter related to the stream filter.
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The filter specifications indicate that if the stream entering the stream filter exceeds the defined
Service Data Unit (SDU), it is discarded.
(2) For stream gate, the filtered frames are transmitted in order according to the state of gate.
The state of gate includes open and closed. The frame is allowed to pass when the gate is open,
and the frame is not allowed to pass when the door is closed. If the frame is not transmitted on
time in the correct time window, the frame will be discarded when the door is closed.
(3) For stream meter, the stream passing through the gate is policed by the meter specified by
the stream filter. Streams using the same meter are determined by the stream classification rules.
The stream classification rules identify stream set with the same forwarding and metering process
based on the parameters of the frame (e.g., Destination MAC address, Source MAC address, Priority,
and so on). The streams in the stream set obtained using the same classification rule use the same
stream meter, in other words, the related bandwidth parameters of the streams in the same stream
set are the same.
The stream meter instance contains parameters such as Committed information rate, Committed
burst size, Excess information rate, Excess burst size, and so on. These parameters that depend on
Bandwidth Profile set the bandwidth and burst size of the stream to police the data streams. The
streams that do not meet these bandwidth allocations and traffic sizes are discarded. Therefore,
802.1Qci can solve network attacks and traffic overload problems. For example, stream filtering
and policing functions will control the data stream by limiting the transmission bandwidth to
improve the security of network when a DDoS network attack occurs in the network.
2.7

Applications from AVB to TSN

According to AVB and TSN protocols and features, as well as related analysis models, AVB and
TSN can be applied to different fields.
(1) Applications of AVB. AVB belongs to the soft real-time network, so it is mainly used for the
transmission of audio and video streams with real-time requirement in real-time critical systems
[13]. AVB guarantees real-time data through time synchronization and forwarding mechanism,
making it suitable for automotive systems. Avnu alliance [115] is an alliance organization dedicated
to promoting in-vehicle Ethernet and AVB technology, and it has established a set of consistency
testing solutions to achieve compatibility and interoperability among all audio and video devices
in AVB network. Refs. [2] and [18] discussed the applicability of AVB in ADAS and automotive
cameras, respectively. Refs. [61, 67] discussed the time synchronization mechanism in automotive networks. Ref. [67] studied the AVB synchronization mechanism by combining the FlexRay
synchronization mechanism to ensure synchronization performance in automotive heterogeneous
networks. Ref. [61] analyzed the applicability of AVB in automotive networks by measuring the
accuracy of time synchronization mechanism under the influence of different environments (temperatures). Refs. [46, 82, 98, 113] discussed the forwarding mechanism in automotive networks.
Ref. [82] configured CBS in AVB network to meet the real-time communication requirement of automotive audio and video applications. Ref. [46] considered the message forwarding between CAN
and AVB in automotive systems. Ref. [98] studied the functions of stream reservation, CBS, and
queue forwarding provided by AVB to meet the real-time requirement of automobiles, and are suitable for automotive Electrical/Electronic (E/E) architectures. Ref. [113] analyzed the end-to-end
delay for AVB traffic in the automotive infotainment system through simulation; the experiment
shows that AVB can realize the real-time requirement of in-vehicle communication.
AVB can be suitable for the avionics industry due to its real-time performance [39, 44, 106].
Ref. [106] depicted that the low-delay function of AVB can meet the real-time requirement of
avionics digital audio. Ref. [44] studied the applicability of AVB in aviation networks by applying
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AVB to the interphone equipment. Ref. [39] analyzed the end-to-end delay of traffic in avionics
scenario by using CBS scheduling method.
AVB protocols meet the real-time requirement, but cannot guarantee network reliability and
security when the network has a malicious fault.
(2) Applications of TSN. The emergence of TSN achieves hard real-time, high reliability, and
security communication requirements for real-time critical systems (e.g., automobiles, industrial
automation systems, and so on).
Many researchers have studied the applicability of TSN in automotive systems. Refs. [103, 105,
107] analyzed the performance of TSN protocols in automotive networks to meet the QoS for automotive communications. Ref. [40] introduced TSN into the automotive network, where a controller
method that combines software and hardware is proposed to meet the real-time requirement in
the new automobiles. Ref. [32] designed a modeling method based on Logic Programming (LP),
which solved the problem of network configuration and verification when adding new sensors
to automotive networks. Ref. [15] introduced the applicability of TSN in the automotive E/E Architecture to realize the security of the automotive network. Ref. [65] developed a TSN software
integrated simulator by integrating TSN protocols (e.g., 802.1AS, Qbv, Qcc, and so on) to verify
the applicability of TSN in autonomous driving. Ref. [42] proposed an automotive Ethernet network architecture based on Software-Defined Networking (SDN); it supports TSN real-time
scheduling to achieve hard real-time requirement for communication. Refs. [5, 45, 68, 75] evaluated the applicability of TSN protocols in automobiles by using simulation. Refs. [68] and [5]
studied the performance of IEEE 802.1Qch (Cyclic Queuing and Forwarding protocol) and IEEE
802.1Qcu (Frame preemption) in ADAS and infotainment systems through OMNeT++ simulation,
respectively. Refs. [45, 75] evaluated the real-time performance of TSN in automobiles through
OMNeT++ simulations.
TSN can be used in industrial fields with real-time, reliability, and security requirements
[38, 120]. Ref. [111] studied the applicability of TSN in the field of Industry 4.0 by analyzing the
working principle of TSN protocols; the research shows that TSN can meet the real-time and flexibility requirements for industry. Ref. [70] studied the real-time performance provided by IEEE
802.1Qbv protocol of TSN for industrial automation communication systems. Ref. [110] proposed
an improved PTP that provides accurate time synchronization of network nodes, which makes
TSN applicable to the wireless sensor deployed in critical control and automation applications.
Ref. [101] proposed a high-precision synchronization method with integrating software and hardware through extending TSN to wireless networks, thereby realizing time synchronization for
TSN-based hybrid networks. Ref. [33] introduced TSN to wireless communication systems and
established a TSN toolbox with message processing and management to ensure the real-time and
reliable functions of wireless communication systems. Ref. [22] designed a hybrid network with
wired network and wireless protocols collaborative design; the hybrid network combines TSN and
TDMA-based MAC protocol to achieve real-time and deterministic communication in industrial
control systems. In addition, fog computing [97], machine learning [80], 5G [41], and mobile edge
computing [128] combined with TSN can be applied in automotive, industrial automation, and
control systems.
3 END-TO-END DELAY ANALYSIS FROM AVB TO TSN
AVB and TSN messages with real-time requirement must meet the end-to-end delay to ensure
the safe operation of system, that is, the end-to-end delay of message does not exceed its deadline. The end-to-end of the message during transmission is mainly affected by shaping algorithms
and different types of traffic interference (i.e., low-priority traffic interference, peer-priority traffic
interference, and high-priority traffic interference). The shaping algorithms control the
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Table 4. End-to-End Delay Analysis for AVB
Reference

For AVB/TSN

[60]

AVB

CBS

Method

CBS

Factors considered

It calculates the WCD of SR traffic.

Feature of method

[91]

AVB

CBS

CBS, low-priority traffic interference

It further considers the WCD of SR traffic under the interference of low priority traffic.

[43]

AVB

Network
calculus

CBS

It uses bandwidth allocation strategy to ensure
the end-to-end delay of SR traffic.

[95]

AVB

Network
calculus

CBS

It uses network calculus calculation to calculate the WCD of SR traffic.

[23]

AVB

Formal
analysis
method

low-priority traffic interference

It uses CPA to calculate the WCD bounds of SR
traffic in the network.

[25]

AVB

Formal
analysis
method

low-priority traffic interference

It analyzes the end-to-end delay of traffic
for different network topologies based on the
CPA.

[14]

AVB

Formal
analysis
method

CBS, low-priority and
high-priority traffic interference

It analyzes the impact of traffic shaper on high
priority messages and reduced the pessimism
of WCD analysis.

[16]

AVB

Formal
analysis
method

the high-priority and
low-priority traffic interference

It provides the WCD for medium-priority traffic by defining the eligible interval.

[17]

AVB

Formal
analysis
method

CBS, the high-priority
traffic interference

It obtains the strict upper limit of WCD for
medium-priority traffic by analyzing the impact of CBS on high-priority traffic.

[69]

AVB

Trajectory
approach

CBS

It analyzes the WCD of SR_A, SR_B, and BE
traffic based on serialization constraints of
frame transmission.

deterministic transmission of traffic, and the resource competition among different types of traffic leads to message delay. At present, the main methods for end-to-end delay analysis include
network calculus, formal analysis method, and trajectory method, and so on.
3.1 End-to-End Delay Analysis for AVB
In this article, we review the end-to-end delay analysis methods for AVB, which are mainly divided
into: (1) network calculus; (2) formal methods; and (3) trajectory approach, as shown in Table 4.
AVB traffic is shaped through CBS to ensure transmission delay in AVB network.
Refs. [60, 91] used CBS to calculate the WCD of SR traffic; where Ref. [91] further considered
the WCD of SR traffic under the interference of low-priority traffic. Based on the impact of CBS
on traffic transmission, Refs. [43, 95] calculated the end-to-end delay of traffic by using network
calculus. Ref. [43] analyzed the impact of CBS on traffic (i.e., SR_A, SR_B, and BE) using network
calculus and established a shaping model; this model uses a bandwidth allocation strategy to solve
the link competition among various types of traffic during transmission, thereby reserving more
bandwidth for BE traffic while ensuring the end-to-end delay of SR traffic in AVB network. Ref. [95]
studied the forwarding mechanism of 802.1Qav and used network calculus method to calculate the
WCD of SR traffic.
The formal method is another main method to analyze the end-to-end delay analysis for AVB.
Ref. [23] proposed the WCD analysis model to calculate the WCD bounds of SR traffic in the
network while considering the interference of low-priority traffic; the core idea of the model is
as follows: (1) the frame transmission problem in AVB network is mapped to the task scheduling
problem of the Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA) system; (2) a formal method (CPA)
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based on the busy period is proposed to calculate the WCD of the SR traffic in the network. Ref.
[23] focused on model conversion, and Ref. [25] focused on the formal analysis of WCD and further
analyzes the end-to-end delay of traffic for different network topologies (i.e., star topology, linear
topology, and clustered linear topology) based on the WCD analysis model in Ref.[23].
Considering that Refs. [23, 25] calculated WCD under the interference of lower priority traffic and the calculation results based on busy period are pessimistic. Refs. [14, 16, 17] improved
it to reduce the pessimism based on busy period analysis method. The specific details of the improvement are as follows: (1) Ref. [14] proposed an improved WCD method for SR_A traffic while
considering the interference of low-priority and peer-priority traffic; the method derives the WCD
calculation formula of SR_A traffic by analyzing the blocking effect of CBS on message transmission; meanwhile, the WCD calculation formula for SR_B traffic is proposed while considering the
interference of high-priority traffic; (2) Ref. [16] proposed the formal analysis method by defining
the eligible interval instead of busy period to provide the WCD for medium-priority traffic (i.e.,
SR_B) while considering the interference of high-priority (i.e., SR_A) and low-priority traffic (i.e.,
BE); and (3) Ref. [17] improved the WCD analysis method in Ref.[16] by analyzing the impact of
CBS on the credit value of high-priority traffic, thereby obtaining the strict upper limit of WCD
for medium-priority traffic. Compared with Ref. [16], the WCD analysis method proposed by Ref.
[17] has lower complexity and provides tighter WCD results. Ref. [69] described an improved trajectory method for AVB networks to analyze the WCD of various types of traffic (i.e., SR_A, SR_B,
and BE); the method considers the impact of CBS on various types of traffic and the transmission
sequence of constrained frames.
3.2 End-to-End Delay Analysis for TSN
Similar to the end-to-end delay analysis methods for AVB, the formal methods and network calculus are also the main methods of the end-to-end delay analysis for TSN. Table 5 lists the end-to-end
delay analysis methods for TSN considering different influencing factors.
In TSN, TAS is proposed to achieve the hard real-time transmission of critical streams by controlling GCL, and other shaper technologies are gradually developed for data streams transmission
[85, 116, 117]. Ref. [117] conducted formal timing analysis on TAS, Peristaltic Shaper (PS), and
Burst-Limiting Shaper (BLS) to calculate the WCD range of critical streams while considering
the interference of all priority traffic (i.e., low-priority traffic, peer-priority traffic, and high-priority
traffic interference); experiments show that TAS can achieve the best performance of end-to-end
delay while ensuring network node time synchronization. Ref. [116] performed formal timing analysis on BLS to calculate the WCD range of critical streams while considering the interference of
all priority traffic (i.e., low-priority traffic, peer-priority traffic, and high-priority traffic interference). Ref. [85] studied the emerging Asynchronous Traffic Shaper (ATS) and TAS through
formal analysis methods; experiments show that ATS can ensure the deterministic transmission
of real-time streams, but compared with TAS, it is not suitable for deterministic transmission of
periodic critical traffic because it provides fairness for all traffic. Ref. [81] analyzed the delay of
AVB frames under integrated scheduling based on CBS and TAS while considering the interference of all priority traffic (i.e., low-priority traffic, peer-priority traffic, and high-priority traffic
interference) in TSN. Ref. [112] proposed a formal method to calculate the safety upper bound
of non-critical streams; the method analyzes the interference of critical streams (i.e., high-priority
traffic) to non-critical streams in TSN. Ref. [117] proposed the CPA framework to analyze the WCD
of critical streams under the peer-priority interference; where the critical streams have exclusive
communication links during transmission by setting GCL to control the transmission windows
not to overlap, so that it is not affected by the non-critical streams.
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Table 5. End-to-End Delay Analysis for TSN
Reference For AVB/TSN Method
[117]
TSN
Formal
analysis
method
[116]
TSN
Formal
analysis
method
[85]
TSN
Formal
analysis
method
[81]

TSN

[112]

TSN

[124]

TSN

[127]

TSN

[125]

TSN

[126]

TSN

Formal
analysis
method
Formal
analysis
method
Network
calculus
Network
calculus
Network
calculus
Network
calculus

Factors considered
Feature of method
TAS, PS, all priority It calculates the WCD range of critical
traffic interference
streams while considering the interference
of all priority traffic.
BLS, all priority traffic It calculates the WCD range of critical
interference
streams while considering the interference
of all priority traffic.
ATS and TAS
Compared with TAS, ATS is not suitable
for deterministic transmission of periodic
critical traffic because it provides fairness
for all traffic.
TAS, CBS, all priority It analyzes the delay of AVB frames under
traffic interference
hierarchical scheduling based on CBS and
TAS.
high-priority
It calculates the safety upper bound of nontraffic interference
critical streams under the interference of
critical streams.
TAS
It analyzes the WCD of critical streams.
CBS

CBS
CBS

It sets the parameters idleSlopeA/B and
sendSlopeA/B to ensure the upper bound of
the WCD for AVB streams.
It introduces the shaping arrival curves.
It considers the credit value of AVB traffic
during the guard band.

Considering the particularity of GCL setting in Refs. [117] and [124] considered GCL transmission windows in different overlapping situations and analyzed the WCD of critical streams using
network calculus. With the development of real-time critical systems, a large number of devices
connected to systems generate massive amounts of data with different priorities, mainly including
CT, AVB traffic, and BE traffic. In the mixed criticality, the guard band mechanism and preemption
mode are introduced [76, 87, 88] to ensure the end-to-end delay of critical streams. However, these
mechanisms sacrifice the transmission of non-critical streams, resulting in the large WCD for noncritical streams, which may cause them to be unschedulable. Ref. [127] analyzed the WCD of AVB
streams in TSN under the influence of the above mechanisms (i.e., guard band mechanism and the
preemption mode) by using network calculus; the upper bound of the WCD for AVB streams is
further ensured by setting the parameters (i.e., idleSlopeA/B and sendSlopeA/B ) to control the transmission of AVB streams. Refs. [125, 126] improved the WCD analysis method in [127] to make it
suitable for different classes of AVB traffic (i.e., AVB traffic has any class: SR_A, SR_B, SR_C,...)
while obtaining more strict WCD bound for AVB traffic: (1) Ref. [125] proposed an improved network calculus-based method by introducing the shaping arrival curves with combining the link
transmission speed and CBS impact on AVB traffic; (2) Ref. [126] put forward an improved network
calculus-based method, which considers the credit value of AVB traffic during the guard band.
4

REAL-TIME SCHEDULING FROM AVB TO TSN

In real-time critical systems (e.g., automobiles), there are different types of communication traffic.
The data scheduling mechanism is the key to the reliable and timely transmission of messages. In
recent years, researches on data scheduling have been a major concern of researchers.
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Table 6. Real-Time Scheduling for AVB

5

Reference For AVB/TSN Research type
Method
Feature of method
[39]
AVB
Scheduling
CSB, SPQ, and FIFO CBS solves SPQ starvation problem and reduces
algorithm
the delay of low priority traffic, and FIFO provides the worst delay.
[100]
AVB
Scheduling
CBS
CBS can schedule data frames in advance in the
algorithm
sudden situation.
[3]
AVB
Scheduling
TABS
It designs the idleSlope and sendSlope paramealgorithm
ters to ensure low delay of ST.
[4]
AVB
Scheduling
The bandwidth
It increases the specified bandwidth of traffic
algorithm
over-reservation
type.
method
[63]
AVB
Scheduling
Bandwidth
It adjusts the MTU size of ST and AVB traffic, and
algorithm
allocation strategy found the optimal bandwidth allocation ratio of
ST.
[73]
AVB
Scheduling
Improved AVB
It combines with 802.1 Qav scheduling mechaalgorithm
model
nism to achieve real-time transmission of timetriggered streams and event-triggered streams.
[102]
AVB
Scheduling
A shaper algorithm It can be used to transmit time-triggered traffic
algorithm
and event-triggered traffic.

4.1

Real-Time Scheduling for AVB

In terms of AVB message scheduling, AVB proposes CBS to ensure the real-time transmission of
audio and video data streams. Based on CBS, different scheduling methods are proposed to transmit
network traffic, as shown in Table 6.
Ref. [39] compared the influence of scheduling methods (i.e., CSB, SPQ, and FIFO) on the WCD
of scheduling streams by using OMNeT ++ simulation tool; the results show that compared to
SPQ scheduling algorithm, CBS solves SPQ starvation problem (low-priority traffic is starving
for a long time) by providing available transmission time slots for low-priority traffic, thereby
reducing the delay of low-priority traffic; and FIFO provides the worst delay. Ref. [100] proved
that the CBS algorithm in AVB network can schedule data frames in advance in a sudden situation.
However, SR traffic class and CBS algorithm cannot be used for real-time critical control data
streams transmission [91].
To transmit real-time critical control messages in AVB network, Ref. [3] introduced Scheduled
Traffic (ST) in AVB network, unlike SR traffic, which is a high-priority traffic triggered and scheduled by time; where the Time-Aware Blocking Shaper (TABS) and the parameters (i.e., idleSlope
and sendSlope) design method are proposed to ensure low delay of ST. However, the bandwidth
allocation method in AVB network may cause traffic to be unschedulable due to the introduction of
new traffic class. In order to solve the limitations of bandwidth allocation method in AVB network,
Ref. [4] cited the concept of ST and named AVB network as AVB ST network; where a bandwidth
over-reservation method is proposed to increase the specified bandwidth of traffic class in AVB
ST network. Ref. [63] devised the bandwidth allocation strategy for ST by adjusting MTU size of
ST and SR traffic to obtain the optimal bandwidth allocation ratio for ST. Ref. [73] constructed
an improved AVB model to achieve low jitter requirement for in-vehicle network information
while meeting the end-to-end delay requirement; this model adds a scheduling mechanism for
time-triggered streams to AVB network, and combines with 802.1 Qav scheduling mechanism to
achieve real-time transmission of time-triggered streams and event-triggered streams. Ref. [102]
developed a shaper algorithm with combining CBS and time awareness to ensure the deterministic
transmission of automotive network data; this algorithm can be used to transmit time-triggered
traffic and event-triggered traffic.
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Table 7. Real-Time Scheduling for TSN
Reference For AVB/TSN Research type
[96]
TSN
Scheduling
algorithm

4.2

[35]

TSN

[21]

TSN

[26]

TSN

[31]

TSN

[64]

TSN

[8]

TSN

[119]

TSN

[92]

TSN

[90]

Method
GCL optimization
strategies

Scheduling
algorithm
Scheduling
algorithm
Scheduling
algorithm

GRAPS

Scheduling
algorithm
Routing
optimization
Routing
optimization

Automated GCL
synthesis model
GRAPS

Routing
optimization
Joint routing and
scheduling

IACO

TSN

Joint routing and
scheduling

Genetic algorithm

[36]

TSN

Joint routing and
scheduling

Integration of KSP
and GRASP

[29]

TSN

Joint routing and
scheduling

ILP

[9]

TSN

Joint routing and
scheduling

[123]

TSN

Joint routing and
scheduling

[122]

TSN

Joint routing and
scheduling

ILP scheduling
and multipath
routing algorithm
A combined routing
and scheduling
algorithm
Framework of
joint scheduling
and routing

SMT and OMT
Tabu search
algorithm

ILP

ILP

Feature of method
It realizs the TT streams scheduling while
ensuring that the number of queues is minimized.
It reduces the WCD of AVB streams while ensuring TT streams to be schedulable.
It configures key functional parameters that
affect 802.1Qbv communication behavior.
It ensures effective scheduling while considering the waste of bandwidth caused by the
guard bands.
It realizes the automation of GCL synthesis
scheduling.
It obtains the optimal routing of AVB streams
and the smallest WCD.
It combines redundancy and link capacity
constraints to optimize the routing of TT
streams and AVB streams.
It considers optimizing the path length of
routing.
It determines the queue allocation of TT
streams and GCL synthesis, and is suitable for
finding the optimal solution for small cases.
It considers the interdependence of routing
and scheduling, and combines scheduling
constraints and routing constraints.
It considers the impact of GCL on AVB
streams and optimizes the routing of AVB
streams to meet the end-to-end delay.
It is qualitatively affected by the size and
structure of network and the transmission frequency of real-time transmission, and is suitable for small-scale networks.
It achieve fault tolerance while meeting realtime requirement.
It meets the dynamic real-time requirements
of control stream transmission when virtual
machines migrate.
It improves network schedulability by further
considering the network topology
optimization.

Real-Time Scheduling for TSN

In order to meet the hard real-time transmission of CT (e.g., Time-Triggered traffic: TT), TAS
assigns GCL for each queue of each output port to achieve data scheduling. Due to the large number of terminal systems, switches, and the links between terminal systems and switches, a large
number of routes are generated to realize the real-time transmission of control streams. In other
words, traffic is controlled and transmitted from the perspective of time and space. Therefore, this
article analyzes the real-time transmission of network traffic from three aspects: (1) scheduling
algorithms; (2) routing optimization; and (3) joint scheduling and routing, as shown in Table 7.
(1) In terms of scheduling algorithms for TSN: researchers have proposed different methods for analyzing and optimizing GCL in TSN, such as Integer Linear Programming (ILP),
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heuristic algorithms, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) and Optimization Modulo Theories (OMT), and so on.
Ref. [96] described the setting of GCLs as multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems and proposed GCL optimization methods including ILP, constructive heuristics, and metaheuristics; these methods realize the scheduling of TT streams while ensuring that the number
of queues is minimized. However, methods in Ref. [96] ignore the transmission of AVB streams,
which will cause the large WCD of AVB streams and cannot be scheduled. Therefore, Ref. [35]
proposed the GCL optimization method based on Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures (GRAPS) to reduce the WCD of AVB streams while ensuring TT streams to be schedulable.
Ref. [21] determined the queues of frame allocation by using SMT and OMT solvers to meet the
schedulability constraints. Ref. [26] studied no-wait packet scheduling problem in TSN by mapping it to No-Waiting for Job Shop Scheduling Problem in operations research; where the Tabu
search algorithm is proposed to implement time sensitive streams scheduling while considering
the waste of bandwidth caused by the guard bands.
Although TSN provides the 802.1Qbv protocol to manually set the network schedule, it is impractical for the network with the complex industrial scale and the large amount of data traffic.
Therefore, it is essential to set up a network schedule that changes dynamically according to network requirements and response time, so as to meet the real-time transmission of data traffic. Ref.
[31] proposed an automated strategy for GCL synthesis scheduling to actively configure feasible
GCL synthesis: (1) the graphical model is proposed to create a network model that specifies the relevant data stream characteristics and constraints for the specific application; (2) the LP is used to
generate scheduling constraints conditions for network model; and (3) the feasible GCL synthesis
is obtained by using SMT solver to solve the constraint conditions.
(2) In terms of optimizing routing: Ref. [64] described AVB streams routing optimization
strategy to make all frames schedulable and to minimize the WCD of AVB streams in TSN:
(1) the K-Shortest Path (KSP) algorithm is used to reduce the search space; (2) the Cost Function
is proposed to evaluate each solution; and (3) a heuristic algorithm based on GRASP is proposed to
obtain the most optimal solution (i.e., the optimal routing of AVB streams and the smallest WCD).
Ref. [8] proposed ILP-Based Multipath Routing algorithm to reduce the WCD of AVB streams; the
algorithm combines redundancy features and link capacity constraints while optimizing both the
TT streams routing and the AVB streams routing. Ref. [119] aimed at minimizing the path length
of routing, and proposed an improved ant colony optimization (IACO) to achieve real-time
scheduling of TT streams.
(3) In terms of joint scheduling and routing: the above methods optimize scheduling or
routing independently without considering the interaction between scheduling and routing. We
survey the advances of this issue. Ref. [92] realized that all frames in network are schedulable by
considering three aspects (i.e., TT streams scheduling, the routing of TT streams, and the routing
of AVB streams): (1) Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to determine the TT streams routing; (2) an ILP
algorithm for TT streams scheduling is proposed to determine the queue allocation of TT streams
in the switch; meanwhile, the GCL synthesis (time-list) is proposed to control the opening and closing of queue gates; and (3) the GRAPS method [64] is used to optimize the routing of AVB streams.
Ref. [90] proposed the heuristic scheduling method based on the genetic algorithm by considering the interdependence between routing and scheduling; the method improves the transmission
efficiency and queue utilization of TT streams by combining scheduling constraints and routing
constraints. However, Ref. [92] focused on the real-time transmission of TT streams and did not
discuss the transmission of other traffic types in TSN. Ref. [36] studied this problem by integrating
the heuristic algorithm (based on KSP [47]) and the meta-heuristic algorithm (GRASP), that is, a
joint scheduling and routing algorithm; the joint algorithm considers the impact of GCL on AVB
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Table 8. Reliability-Aware Design Methods for TSN
Reference

Method

Redundancy type

Failures

Feature of method

[121]

Warshall
algorithm

information and
link redundancy

node and link
failures

It calculates the failure rate of network
topology.

[94]

802.1 CB

information
redundancy

information
failures

It analyzes the seamless redundancy in TSN
when the frame is loss.

[93]

Extended
redundancy
framework

information
redundancy

information
failures

It integrates 802.1 CB to ensure
communication redundancy among
real-time applications and systems.

[78]

Time
redundancy
strategy

time redundancy

transient
failures

It replicates frames and retransmits in time.

[6]

Heuristic
strategy
and ILP

link and time redundancy

transient
failures

It combines the network topology, routing,
and scheduling to meet the redundant
constraints for TT streams.

[7]

Time
redundancy
strategy

information and
time redundancy

transient
failures

It can effectively improve the network
reliability.

[77]

Replicating the
bridge

link redundancy

permanent
failures

It replicates each node and CNCe connected
to the bridge.

[37]

TRH, GRASP
and TRO

link redundancy

link failures

These methods can reduce the cost of
redundancy, especially GRASP, suitable for
different network topologies.

streams transmission and optimizes AVB streams transmission to meet the end-to-end delay; the
experimental evaluation of the algorithm is suitable for large-scale networks. Ref. [29] designed
a joint scheduling and routing algorithm based on ILP; this algorithm sets the queue to be empty
when the real-time stream is transmitted at the ingress port, thereby minimizing the end-to-end
delay of real-time data streams. Ref. [9] combined ILP scheduling algorithm and multipath routing
algorithm to achieve fault tolerance while meeting real-time requirement for TSN. Ref. [123] used a
combined routing and scheduling algorithm (minimal distance tree construction-heuristic breadth
first search: MDTC-HB) to meet the dynamic real-time requirement of hard real-time streams transmission in TSN when virtual machines migrate. Ref. [122] constructed a framework of joint scheduling and routing to find effective synthesis schedules; the framework improves the schedulability
of the network by further optimizing the network topology.
5 RELIABILITY-AWARE DESIGN FOR TSN
Besides real-time requirement, reliability requirement is also important for real-time systems. According to the reliability model summarized in Section 2, we survey the recent advances of TSN
reliability in terms of information redundancy and link redundancy. In addition, this article also
discusses time redundancy methods. Table 8 lists the recent advances of reliability-aware design
methods for different failures in TSN.
Network failures may occur on any link or node, which may cause frame loss. Therefore,
Ref. [121] divided network failures into node failures and link failures. It studied the method of
network failure rate for network designers to improve the reliability of the network; where the
enumeration method is proposed to list all possible network failures, but this method becomes
inefficient with the number of network nodes increasing; therefore, the Warshall algorithm is
proposed to calculate the frame failure rate (including node failure rate and link failure rate)
among any nodes in network. Network designers can design reliable network based on failure rate
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algorithm in Ref. [121], thereby reducing design cost. Ref. [94] analyzed the seamless redundancy
in TSN by studying the working principle of 802.1 CB (i.e., frame replication and elimination) when
the frame is loss. Ref. [93] proposed an extended redundancy framework for real-time applications
and systems to achieve redundant communication among them; the framework integrates 802.1CB
protocol and configures the redundancy mechanism through Redundancy Profile.
Network failures can be divided into transient failures and permanent failures from time perspective. For transient failures, due to the randomness and uncertainty of the time and location it
generates, fault tolerance strategies of information redundancy and time redundancy are generally
adopted. Ref. [78] adopted a time redundancy strategy by replicating frames and retransmitting in
time to tolerate the transient failures in the network. Ref. [6] studied the seamless redundancy of
TT streams in TSN by proposing a heuristic strategy; the heuristic strategy combines the network
topology, routing, and scheduling to meet the redundant constraints for seamless redundant transmission of TT streams, thereby ensuring the real-time and reliability of TT streams transmission.
Ref. [7] employed the time redundancy strategy to improve network reliability: (1) an ILP-based
algorithm is proposed to determine the routing and replica of each AVB stream; the algorithm combines routing constraints, redundancy constraints, and link available capacity constraints; (2) the
Mean Time To Detected Error is adopted to evaluate the reliability of the network; experiments
show that the time redundancy strategy can effectively improve the network reliability. However,
the replicas calculated by Ref. [7] are transmitted by the same link. If the link has a permanent
failure, the system will be unavailable. Ref. [77] constructed a highly reliable architecture for TSN,
which solves the problem of permanent failures by replicating the bridge; this architecture replicates each node and the centralized network configuration element (CNCe) connected to the
bridge.
However, the redundancy increases the cost for real-time safety critical systems. Ref. [37] applied three methods (i.e., Topology and Routing Heuristics: TRH, GRASP, Topology and Routing
Optimization (TRO)) to reduce the cost of network architecture while meeting the real-time and
reliability requirements of real-time applications; these methods optimize network routing by integrating the network topology and stream routing, thereby solving the cost problem; experimental
results show that these methods can significantly reduce the cost of network (especially TRO and
GRASP) and obtain redundant disjoint paths to meet fault tolerance; however, TRO only finds optimal solutions for smaller network topologies, and it does not adapt well to the size of network
topology; GRASP can effectively search the solution space and obtain the optimal solution in a
reasonable time, and it is suitable for more different network scales.
6 SECURITY-AWARE DESIGN FOR TSN
With the development of real-time critical systems such as intelligent automobiles, industrial automation, and industrial control, network security issue has become increasingly prominent. In
order to ensure the security of network, TSN defines the 802.1Qci protocol to block malicious devices or attacks like DDoS. At present, there are few researches on the security of TSN, but there
are still different researchers who have discussed the enhancement of protocols, algorithms, and
encryption mechanisms to ensure the security of network [34], as shown in Table 9.
Refs. [89, 118] established a simulation framework to evaluate the performance of the protocol
for traffic filtering (i.e., 802.1Qci), where Ref. [118] proposed the scheduling method with combining 802.1Qci to realize data scheduling while considering data security. Ref. [11] adopted a security strategy management policy to ensure the security of communication data streams; the policy
combines the security policy of each stream and the network security policy through 802.1Qci.
Ref. [79] used a comprehensive method combining routing and scheduling to ensure the stability of
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Table 9. Security-Aware Design Methods for TSN
Reference

Method

Feature of method

[89]

The simulation framework

It evaluates the performance of 802.1Qci protocol for traffic
filtering.

[118]

The scheduling method with combining 802.1Qci

It ensures data security by combining 802.1Qci.

[11]

802.1Qci

It integrates the security policy of each stream with the
network-wide security policy, and then deployed and managed the policy on switch.

[79]

Block encryption algorithms, binary
search, and genetic algorithms

It ensures the security of applications.

[72]

Key management, frame replication
and elimination, and VLAN segmentation

It combines safety and security.

[108]

The centralized configuration network mechanism

It combines TSN streams configuration with SGT.

applications in TSN; meanwhile, block encryption algorithm, binary search, and genetic algorithm
are used to guarantee the security of applications.
At the beginning of automotive network design, safety and security should be considered at
the same time to ensure the reliability and security of network. Ref. [72] discussed the interaction between safety and security in automotive network from three aspects (i.e., key management,
frame replication and elimination, and virtual local area network (VLAN) segmentation); experiments show that cyber security is very important for system safety, and security must be
considered when considering safety. Based on the centralized configuration network mechanism,
Ref. [108] combined TSN streams configuration with Secure Group Tags (SGT) to achieve endto-end security in TSN.
7

TSN IN AUTOMOTIVE DOMAIN

The real-time, reliability, and security features of TSN make it suitable for the automotive domain,
where the automobile is an important, potential, and economically valuable application scenario
for TSN. Therefore, the following sections discuss the application of TSN in automotive domain.
7.1 TSN-Based Automotive E/E Architecture
With the development of automobile intelligent driving, the data traffic and the number of ECUs
continue to increase, thereby putting forward high-bandwidth and low-delay requirements for
automotive E/E architecture. In order to meet the above requirements, the automotive E/E architecture has gradually shifted from integrated architecture to Domain-based backbone Ethernet
automotive E/E architecture and Zone-based backbone Ethernet automotive E/E architecture [99].
(1) Domain-based TSN automotive E/E architecture. The Domain-based backbone Ethernet automotive E/E architecture uses Ethernet as the backbone network and integrates five domains of powertrain, chassis, ADAS, body, and infotainment; each domain has its own Domain
Control Unit (DCU). At present, the new automotive E/E architecture considers TSN as the backbone Ethernet, as shown in Figure 9. The use of Domain-based TSN automotive E/E architecture
improves the network bandwidth and computing power while maintaining the domain division
characteristics of the existing distributed integrated architecture, thereby meeting the development requirements of intelligent automobiles. Therefore, the Domain-based TSN automotive E/E
architecture is the preferred architecture for the mass production of intelligent automobiles by
various automakers.
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Fig. 9. Domain-based TSN automotive E/E architecture.
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Fig. 10. Zone-based TSN automotive E/E
architecture.

(2) Zone-based TSN automotive E/E architecture. In addition, the Zone-based backbone Ethernet automotive E/E architecture is the trend of a new generation of intelligent automotive E/E
architecture. This architecture uses TSN as the backbone network and contains a hybrid topology
of multiple network subsystems. Different from the Domain-based TSN automotive E/E architecture, Zone-based TSN automotive E/E architecture divides the “Zone” according to physical space
instead of function. For example, Tesla Model 3 adopts the left zone, middle zone, and right zone;
each zone has its own Zone Control Unit (ZCU), as shown in Figure 10. The architecture can
directly cross-domain control (i.e., multi-domain control). It can arrange different functional electrical appliances with high-computing requirements in a zone, and meet the high-requirements of
the whole automotive computing power by improving the computing power of the controller for
a single zone.
7.2 End-to-End Delay Analysis for TSN-based Automotive E/E Architecture
Domain-based and Zone-based TSN automotive E/E architectures face the same limitations of endto-end delay analysis.
(1) The pessimism of end-to-end delay analysis. The existing single-level network architecture of ECU-Gateway has evolved into the two-level network architecture of ECU-Domain/ZoneCentral Controller. The change of network architecture makes the end-to-end delay analysis from
the original two segments (i.e., source network domain to central gateway, central gateway to destination network domain) to at least four segments (i.e., source network domain to source domain
controller, source domain controller to central controller, central controller to destination domain
controller, destination domain controller to destination network domain), as shown in Figure 11.
It is feasible to use the current piecewise accumulation methods (e.g., CPA, network calculus) to
calculate the delay for the original two segments, because it has a low-impact on the overall pessimism of analysis. However, the current methods will produce too pessimistic analysis results for
at least four segments. This overly pessimistic result will bring high-costs for the design of the
network architecture.
(2) The delay caused by the cyber security strategies. With the development of IT and the
increase of network wireless interfaces for intelligent internet automotive terminals, the risk of
attacks on automotive networks is increasing. In the TSN-based automotive E/E architecture, the
domain controller guarantees the internal communication security of subsystem through the cyber
security strategies (e.g., security authentication, encryption, and decryption, and so on). Therefore,
the end-to-end delay analysis for TSN-based automotive E/E architecture needs to further consider the delay caused by the cyber security strategies. However, the existing end-to-end analysis
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Fig. 11. End-to-end delay analysis for TSN-based automotive E/E architecture.

methods cannot calculate the delay caused by the cyber security strategies. In addition, functional
safety and cyber security affect each other in automotive networks, and the end-to-end delay analysis method that considers functional safety and cyber security has become a new trend.
For the above limitations of end-to-end delay analysis, it is a research trend to propose a holistic
end-to-end delay analysis method to analyze all segments. The method should consider the delay
influencing factors of the message, including the internal delay of the bridge, the interaction among
segments, and the impact of security strategies; where the internal delay of the bridge is caused
by traffic shaping mechanisms (e.g., TAS, CBS) and the interference of different priority (i.e., highpriority, peer priority, and low-priority) traffic. Then, this method can obtain the tight delay upper
bound and reduce pessimism by adjusting the delay influencing factors of the message in the
process of cross-domain transmission.
7.3

Real-Time Scheduling for TSN in Automobiles

There is data with different priorities in automotive networks, mainly including TT traffic, AVB
traffic (i.e., SR_A stream and SR_B stream), and BE traffic. Although TSN provides the data scheduling mechanism to ensure the data real-time requirement, it cannot completely solve the problem
of traffic scheduling in automotive networks.
(1) GCL configuration. The current real-time scheduling methods allocate a fixed highest priority queue for TT streams and implement deterministic transmission of TT streams by closing
the gates of other non-TT stream queues, thereby making the message arrival time predictable and
improving hard real-time performance. The queue allocation scheme is feasible for small-scale realtime networks, but it is unrealistic for automotive networks with a huge amount of TT streams
transmission. If multiple queues are allocated for TT streams and GCL is used to control the open
and close states of all stream queues, TT streams transmission may be delayed. The reason is that
TT streams in multiple queues will inevitably compete for the same link at the same time, thereby
making TT streams transmission uncertain. Therefore, it is important to design the TSN bridge
that supports different priorities of TT stream classes (i.e., class T1, class T2, . . . , where T1 has
the highest priority); this bridge can dynamically allocate transmission queues and configure GCL
according to the data transmission requirement in networks, thereby ensuring the deterministic
transmission of TT streams under multiple queues.
(2) Real-time scheduling of mixed traffic. In addition to guaranteeing the deterministic
transmission of TT streams, the transmission of AVB streams cannot be ignored. The transmission of AVB streams is restricted by the credit value in CBS and the guard band (i.e., AVB streams
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can be transmitted when the credit value is non-negative and the gate is open). Although CBS can
guarantee the alternate transmission of SR_A streams and SR_B streams to prevent SR_B streams
starvation, it ignores the deadline of data streams, thereby resulting in data streams unschedulable; moreover, when the link is idle, AVB streams cannot be transmitted due to the negative credit
value, thereby causing the waste of bandwidth. The guard band mechanism ensures that the link
is idle before transmitting TT streams and does not allow new AVB streams to be transmitted.
As the number of the guard band increases, AVB streams may be unschedulable and the waste of
bandwidth increases. To improve the transmission of AVB streams and bandwidth utilization, it
is necessary to propose the method to enhance the transmission of AVB streams; this method can
monitor the deadline of AVB streams in time and dynamically change the credit value according
to their deadline, thereby achieving real-time transmission of AVB streams.
7.4

P802.1DG—TSN Profile for Automobiles

At present, IEEE 802.1 Working Group has established P802.1DG (TSN Profile for Automotive InVehicle Ethernet Communications) [58] for the application of TSN in automobiles to meet the
hard real-time, reliability, and security requirements of automotive communication. P802.1DG is
an ongoing standardized profile specifically for TSN applying to the automotive domain and will
cover the following aspects: (1) The introduction of automotive communication architecture, traffic classes (i.e., TT streams, AVB streams, and BE streams), queues, and so on; (2) The introduction
of TSN tools and their performance comparison, such as CBS, TAS; (3) The functions, characteristics, principles, and configurations of TSN protocols; (4) The performance evaluation of TSN
communication, such as hard real-time, reliability, and security; (5) Actual use cases and future considerations. The standardized P802.1DG profile provides the configuration guideline for network
designers and implementers. According to the different requirements of automotive applications,
the network designers and implementers can establish the automotive communication network
by adopting relevant TSN functions, protocols, configurations, and so on. In addition, TSN is cooperating with IEEE 802.1 Security standards to provide the security configuration standard for
P802DG, thereby enhancing the security of automotive communication.
8

FUTURE TRENDS OF TSN

Since TSN provides real-time, deterministic, reliable, and secure data transmission, it is currently
an advanced communication technology being actively promoted by the automotive and industrial
industries. The development of TSN will become a common concern topic of the automotive and
industrial industries. The following sections discuss the future trends of TSN.
8.1 Automated Configuration of TSN
TSN provides the data scheduling mechanism to meet the real-time requirement of real-time critical systems. For CT with the hard real-time requirement, TSN provides the 802.1Qbv protocol
to manually offline set GCL, thereby realizing real-time transmission of CT. It is feasible for the
communication of small-scale networks to manually offline set GCL, but it is impractical for the
network with the complex industrial scale and a large amount of data traffic. Therefore, the more
flexible and easy-to-operate configuration methods for TSN need to be considered, especially for offline configuration of large-scale network communication. It is necessary for TSN to implement an
automatic configuration mechanism for network scheduling according to network requirements
and response time, so as to meet the real-time transmission of CT. For AVB streams (i.e., SR_A and
SR_B) with the soft real-time requirement, their transmission is controlled by CBS. The CBS stipulates that SR_A and SR_B streams will only be transmitted when the credit value is non-negative,
and the increase and decrease of the credit value for SR_A and SR_B streams depend on bandwidth
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guarantee parameters: idleSlope A/B and sendSlope A/B . Therefore, it is important for improving the
transmission of AVB streams to configure appropriate bandwidth guarantee parameters. In addition, TSN provides 802.1CB and 802.1Qca protocols (i.e., information redundancy and link redundancy) to enhance the reliability of communication. Therefore, how many duplicate messages are
set and how to set the transmission path of these duplicate messages are critical to the reliability
of communication.
8.2 Security Enhancement of TSN
TSN is the preferred advanced communication technology for real-time critical systems such as intelligent automobiles, aerospace, industrial control, and industrial automation. The data generated
by devices in real-time critical systems is increasing, the interaction among devices is increasing,
and the network interface is exposed to the public environment. These factors increase the chance
of being attacked by attackers, thereby causing unpredictable risks to systems. Although TSN provides the 802.1Qci protocol to filter burst frames (e.g., traffic overload, DOS attacks, and so on), it
still lacks protection mechanisms for cyber security (i.e., the confidentiality and integrity of data).
At present, blockchain [83] provides encryption and decryption strategies to support the confidentiality of data, including symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. The two strategies are
suitable for different requirements and can also be used in combination to form a hybrid encryption strategy. Blockchain not only provides the confidentiality strategy of data but also proposes
the Hash algorithm to ensure the integrity of data. Therefore, the use of blockchain in automotive
network TSN is a development trend to ensure data confidentiality and integrity. In addition, the
IEEE 802.1 TSN Task Group is cooperating with IEEE 802.1 Security standards to improve communication security. Therefore, how to enhance the cyber security mechanism of TSN to ensure the
confidentiality and integrity of data is a common concern topic of the automotive and industrial
industries.
8.3

Congestion Control of TSN

The prerequisite for achieving communication requirements (i.e., hard real-time, reliability, and
security) is that the automotive network has good congestion control capability. Congestion refers
to the phenomenon that the number of data packets arriving in a certain part of the communication
subnet is too much, making this part of the network unable to process these data packets in time.
This phenomenon causes this part and even the entire network performance to decline, and even
causes network communication services to stop.
At present, TSN focuses on the design of bridges and ignores the congestion control of the entire
network. The deep learning model is the current popular network congestion control technology.
Some advanced deep learning models have been used for network congestion control, such as Recurrent Neural Network, Deep Neural Network, and Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network
[10]. Although deep learning models can effectively achieve congestion control, there is still a
common challenge: the number of congested sample streams in the training phase is insufficient,
and is far lower than the number of normal sample streams. The imbalance between the congested
sample streams and the normal sample streams hinders the congestion control capability of these
models. Therefore, how to generate the sufficient congested sample streams through the deep
learning model to improve the congestion control capability of TSN is an issue worthy of study in
the future.
9

CONCLUSION

This article provides the recent advances and future trends of modeling and design methodologies from AVB to TSN according to different communication requirements (i.e., hard real-time,
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reliability, and security) in real-time critical systems. This article surveys the modeling from AVB
to TSN, including: (1) AVB and TSN system modeling; (2) end-to-end delay modeling; (3) real-time
scheduling modeling; (4) reliability modeling; and (5) security modeling. Based on models, this paper surveys the recent research advance in the following aspects from AVB to TSN: (1) end-to-end
delay analysis from AVB to TSN, mainly including formal methods and network calculus; (2) realtime scheduling from AVB to TSN, including scheduling algorithms, routing optimization, and
joint scheduling and routing; (3) reliability-aware design for TSN, including information redundancy, link redundancy, and time redundancy; and (4) security-aware design for TSN. This paper
future takes the automotive use case as an example to discuss the current status, challenges, and
trends of TSN applying in automotive domain mainly including: (1) TSN-based automotive E/E
architecture; (2) end-to-end delay analysis for TSN-based automotive E/E architecture; (3) realtime scheduling for TSN in automobiles; and (4) P802.1DG - TSN profile for automobiles. Finally,
the paper discusses the future trends of TSN, including automated configuration of TSN, security
enhancement of TSN, and congestion control of TSN.
The real-time modeling and analysis from AVB to TSN are carried out from two aspects:
(1) end-to-end delay modeling and analysis methods provide the upper bound of data response;
(2) real-time scheduling modeling and analysis methods ensure timely and reliable data transmission. Reliability modeling and design methods for TSN enhance fault-tolerant communication capabilities of network. Security modeling and design methods for TSN provide security protection
strategies for communication systems. The above four aspects form the core of recent advances in
real-time Ethernet modeling and design methodologies from AVB to TSN.
The main purpose of this article is to provide basic theoretical reference for researchers interested in modeling and design methodologies for AVB and TSN. We hope that more researchers
can improve the TSN design method and apply it to different research fields.
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